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Introduction

This document is an overview of how the game could actually work. It describe the current
status of the game development. So the game can still evolve in different directions. Some
mechanics could also be vaguely described and might require additional development. The goal
of the document is to give an idea of what will look the final product. It is also used for archival
and reference purposes.

Rats craft is a game about rats that invades a house there the family is in vacation for the week. 
The house eventually becomes crowded and war is inevitable. The cats of the house has decided 
to build up a defence line in the corridor and intercept any rat passing by. Players can play one of 
the 3 rats factions which has different units and abilities: Lab Rats, Wild Rats and Sewer Rats.

Game Mechanics

Map

The map is composed of small and large rooms. Large rooms can hold more bases and resources. 
Bases are a small 3x3 grid where players can place their command center in the middle and add 
new buildings around it. The resources are in the middle of the map, they are either Material or 
Consumables.

Order of play

Player start by breaching into the house’s room. Every turn, new rats are going to spawn at the 
breaching point. So this area will be harder to control by other players because new rats will 
always come in there. Then player can make buildings, develop technologies and build units. 
Afterward players moves from a room to another by using the corridor where the cats are waiting 
to catch them.

When all movement are done, this is where negotiation begins. For each room, players must split 
the resources by placing their rats to control them. Each resource controlled gives 1 resources 
and 1 victory point. If players cannot agree with each other, then it’s war. When the resources are 
collected, we check for shortage which will make some resource location empty. So resources 
are becoming scarcer as the game progress.

At the end of the week, the player with the most victory points wins.

Buildings



The player has a dash board where all his buildings are placed. Some buildings have the same 
effect for each race while some buildings are race specific. Making buildings requires rats, the 
more rats in a room, the faster you build. Each building has various cost and rats gives 
production points. The buildings are placed from the dashboard to the board. Some of them are 
on a track, so the more buildings you place, the value on the track raise.

Technologies

Researching technologies has 2 different effects: 

A) Unlock new units: This will add new units to your combat deck. Each faction has 9 units 
organized as 3 groups with 3 unit level in each group. To be able to unlock a group, a building 
matching the same group is required. Then if you pay the cost in resources you can unlock the 
unit.

B) Upgrade units: Each unit has 2 possible upgrades which will give them additional attack or 
special abilities. You can pay resources to buy unit upgrades, they will be marked on your 
dashboard and all corresponding unit cards will gain the benefits.

Build units

At the end of the turn, players can rebuild destroyed units from their junk yard. Unit buildings 
will give points to rebuild unit matching their group. The more buildings you have, the faster 
they rebuild.

The Corridor

There number of cat is equal to the number of players in the corridor which is a neutral zone for 
all the factions. When moving between rooms, players first place their rats in one of the 6 areas 
of the corridor. Then the dice are rolled to determine which rat in the matching cell will be 
captured. Then the players can move their rats in the room they want.

Combat Targeting

When negotiation fails, war begins. Players play unit cards from their hand to engage the enemy 
in battle. The number of rats card that can be played is equal to the number of rats in the room. 
Player can play their card in defence mode which give more control points. Control points are 
used to determine the winner of the battle. Or they can place them in attack mode to target other 
cards. 

It might be possible to place a defence unit over another unit to protect it against melee attacks. 
It might also be possible to play 2 cards, as a combined attack, against 1 unit. There will also be 
some support cards that does not require rats to play and bases can provide special defences 
cards that can be played without rats.



Some units will have pre-emptive attacks, these attacks will directly target the player’s hand and 
will not require any rats to play. While other rats will have special abilities that triggers at the 
end of the battle which can destroy additional units or destroy buildings for example.

Combat Resolution

The way units duels are resolved is semi-deterministic. There is 3 cards for each type of unit 
where each of them has a different rock-paper-scissor value. When 2 units are engaged with each 
other, various elements must be compared to see if the attack is successful:

Melee VS Range: Melee attacks cannot target protected units.

Ground VS Flying: There is 2 types of units mobility, the attack must be able to target the right 
type of unit. (ex: need a weapon vs flying to attack flying units)

Firepower and Health: The firepower of the weapon must be greater or equal to the target’s 
health to destroy it. 

Rock-Paper-Scissor: This will determine if the unit hit it’s target or not. A win make one player 
attack, but the other does not reply. A tie makes both player attack each other. So player have 1/3 
chance to survive an attack that would destroy their unit.

Mechanized vs Biological: The only effect of these properties is that some weapons can be 
stronger versus certain type of creatures.

A victory will of course destroy units removing the rats and cards from play At then end of the 
battle, the player with the most control points will have priority to place his rats on the resources.


